Yamaha 4x4 atv

If you are an ATV enthusiast, then you know that the price of new high-performing ones can be
high. That doesn't mean your hobby of driving through the woods and rough terrain should end.
There are lots of affordable options on the market, including used ATVs that perform as good as
new ones. The brand or make of the vehicle matters a lot, whether new or used. We are here to
tell you all about some of the best four-wheelers that nearly guarantee value for your money.
This information will help you get the best 4x4 ATV for the money. A cheap quad doesn't always
mean a lower quality vehicle. However, if you go for the high-priced 4x4 ATV, then you should
be able to expect premium service from the machine. Ideally, you should get the very best value
for your price point. Read and discover the top 10 best 4x4 ATV for the money. Click on the text
box to add the answer to your frequently asked question. The acronym ATV stands for an
all-terrain vehicle. ATVs travel on low-pressure tires and are designed for a wide variety of
terrains. ATVs are also known as four-wheelers, quad bikes, or four tracks. The operator or
driver sits on the seat and uses the handlebars to steer the vehicle. The operation is almost like
a bike or motorcycle, but with four wheels instead of just two for more stability on the ground.
ATVs are street legal in most countries. In the United States, street use is legal in some states,
and not legal in others. However, you'll be buying the ATV for the rough terrain and not public
streets or roads. You are free to drive an ATV nearly anywhere off-road, with the rare exception
of sensitive environments where no vehicular travel of any kind is allowed. In states that allow
ATVs on public roads, you must comply with certain regulations, such as insurance. Although
you may not be allowed to drive your ATV on public roads in some states, there are some
exceptions. For example, you are allowed to cross public roads. Also, if ice conditions make it
difficult to drive normal cars on the road, you can use your ATV to get to the office or move
around. Check with your state laws for regulations on ATVs. In addition, ATVs are a more
budget-friendly option. In an ATV, you straddle the seat like a saddle for you to drive. In UTV,
you'll sit in bucket seats or on a bench seat. There are two main types of ATVsâ€”sport and
utility. Youth ATVs are lighter, smaller, and cheaper. Most of them are designed for fun, rather
than utility. These are the types of ATVs you can buy for your child. One of the most important
factors to consider when buying a 4x4 ATV is what you'll be using the vehicle for. In addition,
who are you buying it for? It makes a difference if you are buying for yourself, another adult, or
for a child. What you plan to use the ATV for will determine the type of quad you should buy. If
you want it for both sports and work, you can go for the hybridsâ€”quads designed and built as
both utility and sport ATVs. In order to give you this list of the best 4x4 ATVs for the money, we
did our research on all well-known 4x4 ATVs on the market. We are here to tell you about the
best 4x4 ATV for the money, and the vehicles listed vary in prices. The higher priced ATVs have
additional features that are lacking in cheaper vehicles. For example, the more expensive ATVs
have added capacity at their back for storage, receivers in the front and rear, as well as front
and rear steel bumpers. Expect greater engine capacity and torque in the higher priced models.
Also, two-up ATVs tend to be more expensive. Two-ups are ATVs that can legally carry two
people. The inclusion of power steering can also make the price of ATV go up. It is easy to
operate with the handlebars and suitable for persons of any size. The edition has a power
steering system, making it easy for you when operating the vehicle. With an engine capacity of
cc, you can do a lot with this vehicle. For example, this ATV can tow a trailer with over liters of
water because it has a towing capacity of kg. Furthermore, it has a rear rack carrying capacity of
80kg and front rack carrying capacity of 40kg. With a simple push on a button on the right
handlebar, you can switch from 2WD to 4WD and back. This ATV has three headlights. There is
also a mid-mounted, tail-stop light as part of the ATVs light system. All these nice features make
this Yamaha the best 4x4 ATV for the money. New versions of the ATV have been developed
with several upgrades. The version, for instance, features a hole injector system. With a modern
cc engine, you definitely will enjoy riding this ATV. This ATV has a five-speed transmission
system, giving you a variety of options to suit your speed and style of driving. Also, it is easy to
shift to reverse in this vehicle. This ATV was designed as a sports model and has easy controls
to ensure you keep up with the competition. It has a clutch, an enriching lever, a parking brake
function, start button, and switch pod with low and high beam. There has an on and off switch
on the ignition. The reverse switch is on the right fender. When you want to reverse in this ATV,
turn the switch and step on the shifter. A definite contender for the best 4x4 ATV for the money,
the Polaris Scrambler is a powerful machine you should consider. Whether you get a used,
original model or buy the new versions, you'll never go wrong with this ATV. For starters, this
ATV is light enough for fast rides and fun, yet reliable enough for work. It has a total fuel
capacity of 4 gallons. Riding on steel wheels with 22 x ; rear tires and 23 x ; front tires, this
beast is invincible on the ground. Tire specification varies depending on the version of the
Polaris Scrambler In addition, shifting from front to reverse is easy, thanks to the right front
fender. It's also easy to switch from 2WD to 4WD. One of the outstanding features of this ATV is

its selectable four-wheel drive. In addition, it has an automatic power-drive system. The ATV is
available in several editions or versions depending on the year of release. This ATV is powered
by a 4-stroke, liquid-cooled, degree V-twin engine. Power from the engine is transmitted through
the CVT to the shaft drive. You can shift between two-wheel and four-wheel drive with the flip of
a switch. When you operate in 4WD with this ATV, you can pull a small lever on the left
handlebar to adjust the amount of differential slip. This will help you control the power that is
delivered to each of the front wheels. This makes this vehicle the best 4x4 ATV for the money if
you frequently ride in muddy areas or slippery uphills. This ATV's braking system has stopping
power equal to the engine, giving you maximum control of your rides. Also, there is a break
control system to assist you when descending steep hills. The brake control system monitors
ground speed electronically. The engine compression helps to slow down the ATV. This ATV
has a reputation for its stout construction as well as its amazing reliability. A good choice for
both sporting activities and for doing your chores, the Honda Rubicon ranks high on the list of
best 4x4 ATV for the money. This vehicle is powered by a cc single cylinder. In addition, there is
a dual-clutch transmission system to further enhance the power of this ATV on the go. You have
the option to either go manual or automatic. Shift to manual by the left hand mounted shifter.
Switch to automatic using the selector mode by clicking Auto mode. The ATV has five forward
gears besides the reverse gear. The tires provide excellent traction in a variety of conditions
and surfaces. The vehicle uses twin hydraulic discs for stopping at the front. There is one
hydraulic disc for rear breaking. The suspension in this ATV is amazing. Big bumps and small
jumps are plush, giving you no limitations for your speed and comfort on rough terrains. In
addition, this ATV handles sharp corners well. If you want to ride this Honda as a sports car,
switch to EPS mode. This affordable four-wheeler is a good addition to your car collection,
especially if you have been looking for something for the rough roads. This ATV is powered by
a 4-stroke, liquid-cooled, cc engine. It is fed by a 37mm high-performance carburetor. The
design shortens the height of the engine to facilitate its placement lower in the chassis for
better stability. Kawasaki KFX has a smart auto decompression system, making it easy for you
to start the vehicle. The triple hydraulic disc brakes guarantee firm stops. This suspension
systems sucks up all the jumps and bumps, giving you comfort and safety. This ATV is
definitely a good choice for racing. At the front, the ATV has serrated steel footpegs. This will
prevent your feet from slipping when you are riding in wet or muddy conditions. This makes the
Kawasaki KFX a favorite among the best 4x4 ATV for the money, especially if you still want to
ride during rainy seasons. The Honda was among the first sporty ATVs. The EX is the pioneer of
today's s. Over the years, Honda EX has enjoyed various upgrades to make it a dominant
machine on the rough terrains. With the release, the EX remains one of the longest-running
sport four-wheelers on the market. It also remains the best 4x4 ATV for the money. This ATV is
powered by a 4-stroke, air-cooled, single cylinder, cc engine. This is a five-speed ATV with
reverse and has an electronic start system. The vehicle comes with a standard one passenger
seat. Overall, this is an excellent trail quad that is light and reliable. This Suzuki quad is up there
on the list of the best 4x4 ATV for the money. The Suzuki King Quad was released in , and it
continues to amaze. It is a four-wheeler like no other and a great performer on the road. This
vehicle is powered by a DOHC, liquid-cooled, single-cylinder, cc engine. It's definitely a monster
that will take you where other vehicles can't. The injection system features technology that has
been tested over the years. This injection system reduces overall fuel consumption. This ATV
has three drive modesâ€”front differential locked four-wheel drive, four-wheel drive, and
two-wheel drive. These variations put the Suzuki King Quad in a league of its own. The
differential lock is a magical tool that can help you in extreme situations. The suspension of the
vehicle is fully independent and designed to support a hard-working utility ATV. Good
performance is further aided by front and rear brake systems, giving you smooth and firm
stops. The vehicle moves on inch tires. These tires are mounted on pressed-aluminum-alloy
wheels. The chassis is made of high-tensile steel with a frame that strives to balance the weight
and rigidity. The vehicle also has an independent double A-arm front suspension as well as 7.
This ATV has proved to be a great performing sport vehicle. This rare breed four-wheeler will
give you amazing experiences, both as a sports quad or for your chores. It has a five-speed
manual gearbox. To ensure you have a smooth ride on rough terrains, this ATV rides on
aluminum wheels with AT 20 x rear tires and AT 22 x front tires. In addition, this ATV features
independent double A-arm front suspension and swing arm rear suspension. You'll get your
stopping power from front and back hydraulic disc brakes. The vehicle comes with one
passenger seat. This is the four-wheeler that set the stage for the Yamaha Grizzly Yamaha
Grizzly is a great performing ATV that will give you value for your money. Also, the is a newer
version of the , with the main difference being their suspension system and engine capacity.
Whereas the Yamaha Grizzly has independent rear suspension as well as dual shocks, Yamaha

Grizzly has a single shock and a rigid rear axle. It has a total fuel capacity of 5. The stopping
power is provided by rear shaft mounted disc brakes and front dual hydraulic brake discs. This
Yamaha has been praised for its prowess on downhill rides. The four-wheel engine braking
system has no peer in its category, and this is a must-have quad if you have frequent uphill and
downhills rides. This ATV comes with a standard one passenger seat. The front suspension
soaks all obstacle well when going uphill, giving you a smooth ride. A good vehicle is one that
moves you from point A to B with convenient speed and comfort. When it comes to the choice
of the best 4x4 ATV for the money, these two factors still hold true. In addition, you'll need a
powerful machine with great towing capability, just in case. Ample storage space is an added
advantage. Most of the ATVs in this review score well based on the highlighted features. In
addition, this Suzuki has differential-locked four-wheel drive. The differential locked wheel
system enhances traction of the quad in difficult conditions such as driving on snowy roads.
Although several other quads have the differential lock system, it is the combination of all the
ATVs features that make it our best choice. For example, with an engine of cc, Suzuki King
Quad is one of the most powerful four-wheelers in the list. Save my name, email, and website in
this browser for the next time I comment. Top 10 Revealed. Comparison Table. Best 4x4 ATV.
Yamaha Kodiak Has an easy-to-read LCD digital dash. Suzuki LT-Z Designed as a sports model
and has easy controls. Polaris Scrambler Has a fully automatic CVT transmission. Has an
automatic power-drive system. The wheels of this ATV are fairly light, yet incredibly tough. Has
an electronic start system. Designed to support a hard-working utility ATV. Great performing
sport vehicle. Quick Navigation How We Reviewed. Kawasaki KFX Factors To Consider When
Buying. How We Reviewed. Overall Price Range. What We Reviewed. Features A definite
contender for the best 4x4 ATV for the money, the Polaris Scrambler is a powerful machine you
should consider. Kawasaki Prairie Features One of the outstanding features of this ATV is its
selectable four-wheel drive. Honda Rubicon Honda EX. Suzuki King Quad Arctic Cat DVX
Yamaha Grizzly The Verdict. Top 10 Best Ratchet Straps. Top 8 Revealed. Please enter your
comment! Please enter your name here. You have entered an incorrect email address! About
Contact Disclaimer. This website uses cookies to ensure you get the best experience on our
website. Learn more. Got it! It featured a cc two-stroke engine, Autolube oil injection system,
CDI ignition, a snorkel air intake and a five speed transmission. It was designed to be a durable
workhorse as well as the ultimate recreational vehicle. This 4-stroke model was the world's first
ATV to feature shaft drive and electric start. Both proved instantly popular in the marketplace.
The DX also featured Monoshock rear suspension and telescoping front forks. It featured shaft
drive, fully automatic transmission, adjustable speed limiters and a tethered emergency stop
switch. Parents could easily adjust engine speed and control the unit as the rider gained
experience. It featured a cc 4-stroke engine, a snorkel air intake, shaft drive, electric starter,
centrifugal automatic clutch, and racks front and rear. A unique feature of this model was a
practical reverse gear. The 4-Zinger featured shaft drive, adjustable speed limiters and an
emergency stop switch. The body components and graphics were designed to resemble a small
pickup truck. The Banshee won the Baja its first time entered in the competition. It features a
high performance cc 4-stroke engine, 6-speed transmission with reverse, adjustable long-travel
suspension and hydraulic disc brakes on the front and rear. It featured a cc 4-stroke engine with
an oil cooler, Hi-Lo Range speed transmission with reverse, shaft drive, Torque Control
Differential TCD for the front wheels, electric start, front hydraulic brakes and an auxiliary DC
terminal for accessories. This feature enabled the use of a wide range of powered ttachments
rough-cut mower, finish-cut mower, tiller, agricultural sprayers, post-hole digger and more. The
Terrapro had a fan cooled cc 4-stroke engine, Hi-Lo Range speed transmission with reverse and
a locking rear differential. It debuted in and featured a powerful cc 2-stroke engine, Autolube oil
injection, 6-speed transmission, kick starter and double-wishbone front suspension. The Blaster
is known for having one of the best power-to-weight ratios in its class. The standard Pro Hauler
model featured a Hi-Lo Range speed transmission and all-terrain tires; while the "Turf" model
had turf-tread tires and a Lo Range only transmission for commercial applications. Rugged,
reliable and versatile, the BearTracker quickly won the hearts of thousands of owners with its
class leading value. Blending in was easier than ever with this model designed especially for
hunters. The outstanding engine along with its YZ-spec, 5-speed manual transmission,
state-of-the-art chassis and race-honed suspension helped the Raptor win the title of Sport ATV
of the Year. Its powerful, five-titanium-valve engine and pound dry weight gave the YFZ the best
power-to-weight ratio of any ATV ever produced. An ultra-compact, high-tensile steel frame
offered exceptional handling. Standard on the YFZ pushbutton electric starting, a flip-type
parking brake and performance-calibrated suspension served to further distance this model
from the competition. As the first fuel injected outdoor ATV, the Raptor R provides crisp,
consistent engine performance in a wide range of conditions, regardless of elevation or
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The next generation of Sportsman ATVs is smoother, stronger and more versatile than ever.
From the H. Experience the best-in-class ATVs, engineered for high performance, maximum
reliability, and legendary ride and handling to be the hardest working machines out there,
period. Share the Sportsman experience with a friend. Enjoy legendary ride and handling,
unrivaled versatility, and premium comfort for your best ride yet. Tackle the desert with the
world's best high-performance ATVs, purpose built to elevate your ride to the next level. No
matter what your day has in store, these purpose built machines are up to the task. Sportsman
combines the smoothest ride with unstoppable power and performance to ensure you are up to
whatever the day brings. Polaris Youth ATVs are a perfect way to introduce kids to the fun of
off-roading, combining key safety features with kid-friendly performance. Built for the rider that
needs top trail performance and exclusive looks. Trail-ready straight from the factory, the
Sportsman Ultimate Trail Edition lets you go wherever the adventure takes you. Going more
places and getting more done with Sportsman has never been easier. Polaris Sportsman is
chosen by more ATV owners than any other in the industry. We rebuilt and reimagined this
model year so you could chase your off-road ambitions. New models, enhanced durability and
rider inspired innovations allow you to connect with the outdoors like never before. They are
our passionate experts - men and women who live, breathe, and think outdoors every day. Skip
to content Skip to navigation Skip to footer. AND Explore Explore Comfortable all-day ride with
independent-rear suspension Confident stability and control for new riders Take on obstacles
with best in-class clearance and tire size Easy to use one-touch on-demand AWD, in-line
shifting and single-lever braking Stay out longer with 3-light high beam lighting. Feel the
freedom and confidence to put you in command of the outdoors. Sportsman H. Sportsman
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Inventory Search. New Sportsman Ultimate Trail Edition. Shop Accessories. Sportsman Trail
Edition. Worker Collection. Comfort Essentials Collection. Winter Rider Collection. Hunter
Collection. I bought my Sportsman a few months ago and have not looked back since!
Absolutely love it. It has great handling, power, and performance. I mainly use it for trail riding
and have put on about km, it has more than exceeded my expectations! See More Sportsman
Reviews. Share Your Story. Built for you. By riders like you. See all the News. This Website is
intended for U. See here for global Yamaha Motor links. This site uses cookies to ensure the
best browsing experience on our website. By continuing to browse the site, you are agreeing to
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company, but the historic brand name is back with machines that are trail-ready. The Alterra has
independent front and rear suspension sporting 10 inches of travel at each corner to smooth
out terrain. Cargo racks and towing capability make it a great worker. An EPS version is
available. The liquid-cooled, cc, single-cylinder powerplant rumbles away paired to an automatic
CV transmission. Power steering comes standard, and when work needs to get done, a towing
capacity of pounds helps handle the tasks. Argo may not be new to the off-road game, but their
ATVs are still young. We tested them a while back and were impressed. The XR has a potent
engine with usable power output. The independent suspension is smooth, with over 8 inches of
travel on each corner. Previously named the Outlander L, the and have smoother power output
than their larger-displacement siblings to easily navigate tight terrain. The cockpits are just as
roomy for tall riders, and if you want to spoil yourself, Dynamic Power Steering versions are
available. Cargo and towing capabilities make this a worthy worker! The famous Outlander DNA
runs through this rig, with extra options added to enhance your trail-trekking experience.
Can-Am installed cast-aluminum wheels, heavy-duty bumpers, handguards, Tri-Mode Dynamic
Power Steering and a pound-capable Warn winch. Silver or dark gray with blue accents are your
color options. Can-Am takes the work out of prepping an ATV for tracking the perfect prey. The
Mossy Oak Hunting Edition Outlander and come equipped with aluminum skid plates, a Warn
winch, heavy-duty bumpers, hand guards, and a specialized seat cover. In Can-Am enhanced
the suspension capabilities of the Outlander or Renegade with an engine or larger. That carries
over to the new model year, providing more stability and a smoother ride. While this base model
of the and is great, you can upgrade to their DPS versions. Hit the trails in style and with
confidence. Arched A-arms allow you to quickly clear rough terrain while on the prowl. Heated
grips and mudguards are a great addition to help you enjoy the ride and the hunt. The frozen
tundra is no match for the North Edition Outlander It is set up to get work done while keeping
you warm. Heated grips, a large windscreen and handguards come standard. Lower gearing in
the transmission is perfect to get snowplowing done, and a towing capacity of 1, pounds is
welcome. The Force has independent suspension front and rear with coil-over shocks for a
smooth ride. Cargo racks and a 2-inch hitch receiver let you haul with ease. Pulling some extra
bills out of your wallet to get a larger engine and electronic power steering would be worth it for
the Force EPS. You gain a pound capable winch and a towing capacity of pounds. New styling
and many upgrades come into play. The turning radius is sharper, and the towing capacity is
larger, as is the radiator and cooling fan. The EPS system is revised, and suspension travel is
increased over previous models. A camouflage version is available! It comes with
four-wheel-drive, independent dual-A-arm front suspension and a shaft-driven swingarm-style
rear suspension. Cargo racks are included with a 1,pound tow rating. Hondas are well-known as
some of the most dependable machines on the market. It sports a longitudinally mounted cc
engine. There are multiple versions of this machine, including an independent rear-suspension
option. A bigger and more potent cc engine was included, along with new front and rear racks,
an easier to utilize reverse, a new cargo box and some enhanced styling. The Foreman comes
with independent front suspension and swingarm-style rear suspension. New racks,
freshened-up styling and new utility cargo box are more additions. Independent front and rear
suspension offer a plush ride for this Honda line. Big Red offers the Rubicon in multiple outfits
and stunning new color schemes that will wow your buddies! It still sports a 3-speed
transmission paired to a cc engine. Front and rear suspension are both an independent
dual-A-arm design. We continue to wonder if Honda will offer an all-new version soon. Pressing
the throttle puts a smile on our face, but so does its capability. Towing capacity comes in at 1,
pounds, with cargo racks and storage compartments. The 4x4i can handle the roughest trails
with the help of a front-locking differential. EPS is available. Kymco machines pack a big punch
at a good price point. The MXU i lineup has a base model, an LE version with a winch and
aluminum wheels, and a Prime edition with upgraded shocks. The engine is a cc, single-cylinder
four-stroke that is paired to an automatic CV transmission. Independent suspension comes
front and rear. Kymco redesigned the styling of their i and took the i out of the lineup for The
new MXU comes in four versions. That includes a new Euro system that lets you lock the
handlebar. Each upgrade model comes with more options, like a winch, handguards and inch
aluminum wheels. This model kicks off the Sportsman lineup with an affordable platform that is
prepared to perform. The H. Cargo racks and storage containers are standard features, and you
can upgrade to an EPS-equipped version. Four impressive models of the Sportsman are
available. Above the base model is an electronic power steering upgrade. Next the camouflaged
Hunter Edition gains items like a winch, bumpers, extended cargo racks and more. The
Sportsman has the aggressive looks and trail-trekking DNA that we wished the smaller
Sportsman had. The Premium version comes with sport-tuned EPS, and aluminum wheels. The
ProStar engine offers three selectable power modes to help haul cargo or hit the trails at a

blindingly quick pace. Front and rear independent suspension offers a smooth and controlled
ride. It comes with a 3,pound winch, heavy-duty front bumper, extended cargo racks, a gun
scabbard, a rear LED center work light, and hand and thumb warmers. Aluminum wheels are
wrapped with inch-tall PXT tires. One version has a manual transmission with a
shift-lever-actuated auto clutch, while the other utilizes an automatic CV transmission. Suzuki
built an all-new KingQuad AXi for after a decade of minor changes to the old version. It handles
better, has a stronger frame, and revised power output. You can purchase the bare-bones base
model, or upgrade to multiple electronic power-steering-equipped editions with varying
additions. The AXi sports a strong cc engine that is liquid-cooled and electronically
fuel-injected. Power steering is an available option, as well as Special Edition versions that have
aluminum wheels, sturdy bumpers and more included. They come equipped with a heavy-duty
front bumper that has a powerful LED light bar installed. Tracker is stepping into the ATV game
for ! They are well-known as manufacturers of boats and other useful recreation and work
equipment. Four-wheel drive is standard on this model. Another new model is the stout Tracker
EPS. As the name states, electronic power steering comes standard. Ten inches of independent
suspension offers a plush ride front and rear with a healthy 11 inches of ground clearance. The
cockpit is roomy enough for tall riders. Upgrade to the EPS-equipped model and aluminum
wheels come with it. You can opt for the EPS Special Edition version, which has a winch
included in multiple color schemes. Power output is smooth and subtle, but it has enough go to
get where you need to be with ease. It has suspension tuned to tackle the rough stuff at a fast
pace, with enough capability to be a great ranch worker. Apex: Arctic Cat: Can-Am: CFMoto:
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